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Marketing in an Emotional World
Rational paradigm of marketing:
• Build a business, define a USP, advertising
like crazy.

Emotional paradigm of marketing:
• Discover the emotions driving your
customers, create an ESP, and delight your
customers, 1:1.
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Decision Influencers
95% of all thought occurs in the unconscious.
Gerry Zaltman

Trust is the #1 reason people switch brands.
Yankelovich Partners

Consumers don’t differentiate retailers by their value
propositions.
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young

The New Consumerism
A shopper demands honesty and respect from
retailers and brand manufacturers more than
the highest quality merchandise or the
lowest prices.
- Cap Gemini Ernst & Young

A New Attitude Toward Branding
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A New Attitude Toward Branding

A New Attitude Toward Branding
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What is an ESP?
• ESPs define the emotional fulfillment provided
by a product or service:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Relief from fear or worry
Satisfaction
Confidence, empowerment
Security and comfort
Excitement
Joy and Happiness
Self Esteem and Pride
Passion
Intrigue

Why ESPs Work in Marketing
Human behavior is based upon
two emotional premises:
• The Avoidance of Pain
• The Pursuit of Pleasure

Moving Beyond Communications
• New research by neuromarketers shows
product choices are highly emotional.
• New product design is based upon
emotional reactions:
– Facial Expressions
– Body Gestures
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Designs Evoke Emotion
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P

The Foundation of ESPs

onsumer Oriented Brands:
ut customers above all else
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nderstand driving forces

ffer a total experience
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Consumer Oriented Brands
nderstand the power of emotions
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rovide emotional highs

V

alidate customers’ worth and self-concept
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Mission Statement:
To enable people of average means
to buy more of the same things
previously available only to people
of greater wealth.

Creating Emotional Connections
• Discover emotions that drive your
customers:
– Emotions are behind product, service choices
– Emotions affect B2B and B2C decisions

• Create fulfilling experiences that add value
and affinity:
– Engage customers and create belonging
– Minimize fears, Maximize comfort level
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Emotional Charge vs. ESP
• Emotional marketing does not prey on
emotional vulnerabilities or false hope
• ESPs are based upon mutual trust and
respect between customer and brand
• ESPs build emotional connections not
highly charged emotional reactions.

Creating a Connection
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Creating a Connection

Creating a Connection

Creating a Connection

Hey John,
In case you're void of
ideas....
Yours truly, me
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Before and After

Creating Sales Frenzies

The Power of ESPs
• Connect Customers Through Emotional
Relevant communications and offers
• Emotional connections create loyalty
• Loyalty creates revenue
• Revenue creates Lifetime Value
• Lifetime Value creates lasting profitability
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Emotional Relevance
• Creates Passion:
* A powerful emotion
* Excitement
* Delight
* Strong desire
* Obsession
* Boundless enthusiasm
* Fervor
* Zeal

The Power of Lifetime Value
UpScale Car Customers:
*Purchase frequency is every three years
*Lifetime is 20 years ~ ages 40 to 60
*Lifetime purchases are around 6
*One car = $45,000 x 6
$270,000
*Services = $1000/yr x 20 $20,000
*Customer Worth
$290,000
*Referral Worth (3)
$870,000
*Potential LTV:
$1,160,000

The Power of ESPs
Trust is the #1 reason people switch brands.
No method for regaining trust has been defined.
How trustworthy is your brand at all
levels?
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Thank You
Jeanette McMurtry
Chief Marketing Officer
G. A. Wright Marketing, Inc.
970 390 6909
jeanettem@gawright.com

Moving From USPs to ESPs –
Capturing Lifetime Value
Through Innovative Emotional
Marketing Strategies
David W. Marold
Director, Direct Marketing
AAA Life Insurance Company
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Presentation Outline
• The AAA Brand
• Recent Research/Marketing a product that
people don’t want to think about
• More Choices are Less, Less are More
• Emotional Selling Propositions that worked
and didn’t – winners and losers

Why Stay and Listen?
• Passionate Direct Marketer with 28 years of direct
marketing experience with Acxiom, Carlson Marketing
Group, Dialogue Marketing, R. L. Polk and Ford
• Active in presenting at the Direct Marketing Insurance
Forum, DMA, DMEF, judge at Echo Awards, past
President of DMAD….
• Sharing recent case studies and research on what has
worked and what didn’t including Emotional Selling
Propositions
• Sharing actionable ideas that can impact your ROI

American Automobile Association
• Trusted Member Organization that
provides safety, security and peace of
mind to members
• 45 Million Members
• 100 year old organization
• A strong and powerful brand, near
perfect for direct marketing
– Number One Seller of Cruises
– Almost nobody dislikes AAA
– Brand said to be worth $6 billion
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Landor Associates Research
• Awareness of Brand
–
–
–
–

AAA – 99%
Bank of America – 98%
Costco – 97%
General Motors – 95%

• Trust and Reliability
–
–
–
–
–

AAA - 8.4
Costco – 7.7
State Farm – 7.5
GM – 7.1
Allstate – 6.9

Emotional Selling Propositions
• Industry Research
• AAA Life Research

LIMRA Study of Emotions
Involved In Life Insurance Buying
• Regret – Got Terminal Illness
• Fear – Worrying about premature death
• Love – Life insurance purchase expresses
strong feelings about caring about your
family
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2005 AAA Focus Groups
Life Insurance Buyer Mindset
People don’t want to think about life insurance
• A subject many find boring, unappealing,
distasteful or depressing
– Many avoid thinking about it or dealing with it

• Seen as a responsibility – something to take care of
and cross off the list
– A ‘should’ (versus ‘want’) product
– Something that people ‘get around’ to doing
– Somewhere near the bottom of the ‘to do’ list
• “A necessary evil”

Mindset
• Goal is to get it done!
– Most want the process to be as easy and painless as
possible
• “It’s like ripping off a band-aid”

– Not something they want to think about or review on
any regular basis (once it’s done, many want to forget
about it)

Mindset
A HIGHLY EMOTIONAL SUBJECT
Subject = death (or possible death)
– Another reason Members don’t want to deal with the whole issue
– Facing the need for life insurance means facing the thought of one’s
death
• And, possibly, remembering the deaths of others (parents, siblings, friends)
and the impact of their having or not having life insurance

• Conversation is very rational, very pragmatic
– Possibly because the subject is so emotionally charged
– Rational internalization = “it’s not going to happen”
– Emotional internalization = “but what if it does?”
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Mindset
• Hidden fears and emotions contribute to the need
for the process to be as easy and non-threatening
as possible
– Parts of the process can be scary and threatening
e.g., blood tests, medical personnel coming to
house, delving into personal medical histories, etc.

Mindset
Life insurance is confusing
• Confusing language
– Don’t know differences between term, whole or universal life –
– Feel industry language is intentionally confusing or hard to understand
• Not consumer friendly, not presented in layman’s terms

• Confusion is part of the problem
– Acts as a barrier to ‘getting around’ to dealing with it; isn’t easy,
straightforward
– Another reason for putting it off

Five Major Take Aways
1. People don’t want to think about life insurance
2. A responsibility – something to cross off the list
3. Most want the process to be as easy and painless as
possible
4. Timing is everything – “I wasn’t looking for it, it
just came in the mail”
5. Little shopping
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Applying Research
Utilizing Emotional Selling Propositions
• AAA Life Core Direct Marketing Values
–
–
–
–
–
–

Test, Test, Test
Analyze, Analyze, Analyze
Time is the Gold of Today
Keep it Super Simple
Ease of Doing Business
Mail, Call, Click or Visit

More Choices Are Less,
Less are More
• At the Supermarket
– 85 varieties and brands of crackers
– 285 varieties of cookies

• Women’s Catalog
– 19 styles of T-shirts in 8 colors
– 10 styles of shorts in 8 colors
“…clinging tenaciously to all the choices available to us
contributes to bad decisions, to anxiety, stress and
dissatisfaction – even to clinical depression.” The Paradox of
Choice – Barry Schwartz

More Choices Are Less
6 Jams

24 Jams

40% Stopped

60% Stopped

30% Bought

3% Bought

Yankelovich, Inc. 2005
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AAA Life
Guaranteed Issue Whole Life Test
Offer
Mailed Paid AvgPrem Premium NRR
50,000
52
497
25,843 0.104%
5K/10K
50,000
48
610
29,262 0.096%
5K/10K/15K
42
469
19,697 0.084%
5K/10K/15K/20K 50,000

What Worked and What
Didn’t

Creativity
• “Creativity. The most common – and damning
criticism you will ever get from a general
advertiser is, ‘This isn’t very creative.’
• A true direct marketer doesn’t care whether
your promotion is a marvel of creativity or a
near carbon copy of something else, as long as
it works.
• …the focus is on results, not aesthetics.”
Robert W. Bly
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“Get It
Done” Lead
Package

AAA “Off Your List” Lead
Package
Valuable Benefits from A A A
Call Toll-Free: 1-800-974-1590
or visit us at aaalifequote.com

Our researchtells us it’s something we
want to do; something we need todo...

Should you wait for a major life event
before buying life insurance?

but all too often it’s something
weforgetto do.

Which of these have happened to you?
Veryfew of us want tothink about — life insurance.

/

You
work habeen
rdto prov
ide a com
fort
able lis
ivingsurprisingly
foryour family.easy
Haveyoto
u stdo!
opped to
Something
you’ve
meaning
to
do,
think about what would happen toyour family without thefinancial stability you provide?

/ College protection for your children—it’s no surprise, education is getting more

expensive every year. You want your children to succeed even if you are not there to
see it.

We hear it every day;ifonlyIhad...
Today, I makethis offertoyou. To help you get something done that you’ve been
meaning to do, as simply as possible. A quick,NO obligation waytogetlow-cost, highcoveragelife insurance, without agent visits,atapriceyou can afford.

Easy.
Easy.

Quick.

A simple 2-step process is all we need to do toget going. Fi
rst, please take a moment

L

Y

money.It’s an excellent starting point or a great wayto add toyour existing insurance. Your

/

Losing or changing your job—company provided insurance usually ends when
your job status changes. Make sure your family is protected.

/

The birth of a child—as responsibilities increase, so should your ability to provide
financial security for your family.

/

Divorce—coverage for you, and your dependents is even more important,
should this challenging event occur.

/

Purchasing a home—Since most families finance their home with a mortgage, the
death of a provider could mean foreclosure and the loss of the home.

/

Death of a family member or friend—is all too often the most dramatic example
of the importance of life insurance.

Another item off of the “To Do” List for 63/40

In addition to immediate cash needs, your survivors will need continuing income
Dear 63/40, after you are gone. Most people want their survivors to be able to continue to live at the
youlife
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e, no obfrom
ligaAAA
tion quot
level
before
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Term
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SORT---------------**XXXX
of Life
all,.you get it through
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Life
how easy it is togetyour FreeAnd
Quotebest
f
rom AAA
Name 63/40

a company you can trust
F$100,000
F$250,000
Address 143/40
F$500,000
F$1,000,000
City 183/20 State 29/2 Zip+4 33/9
FOr anyother amount, up to $5 million
Call toll-free 1-800-97
1-800-974-1590
4-1590
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or visit us on the web at aaalifequote.com
AAA Life Insurance Company, 17250 Newburgh Road, Livonia, Michigan 48152
Then, feel free totakeitoffofyour to-do list!
Keep this
upper portion for your records
“We’ll be there when you need
us”

You can choose to stop receiving “prescreened” offers of insurance from this and other companies by calling toll-free
Something You’ve Been Wanting To Do . . .
NOTICBeen
E on bEasier
ackof reTo
p
lycDo!
ardfor moreinformationabout prescreened offers.
1-888-567-8688. See PRESCREEN & OPT-OUT
Has Never

[

*Policy Form 10570. Rates are based on our 10-year term product with personal health history and specific underwriting guidelines
for our Super Preferred Non-Nicotine class.

I
t
’s time to get it off your list

>

Do the right thing – get
it off of your “to do” list today!
For your Free Quote: Call Toll-Free 1-800-974-1590
For Your Free
call
toll-free
or Quote,
Return
the
Reply 1-800-974-1590
Card in the Postage Paid Envelope
or visit us any time at aaalifequote.com

>
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Marriage—With marriage comes new commitments. You naturally want to
provide for your spouse should anything happen to either of you.

9YES

Free

Quote

Check all that apply for you. Want a quote for your spouse? See other side . . .

$100,000

$250,000

$500,000

$1,000,000

Date of Birth ___________________________

ALDM-15737-76-XX

Detach and return the lower portion in the postage paid envelope

Certificate

I would like a FREE QUOTE from AAA Life Insurance
Company for low-cost term life insurance. There is
no cost or obligation for this AAA service.

Mail this card. Or, for fastest
service, call toll-free:

1-800-974-1590

Specially prepared for:

Name 63/40
Address 143/40
City 183/20 State 29/2 Zip+4 33/9

Daytime Phone Number ( ______ ) ________________________
Evening Phone Number ( ______ ) ________________________
Have you used nicotine in the last 24 months?  Yes

 No

Club (252/3) KeyCode (305/10)
Finder # (274/12)

AAA Life Insurance Company 17250 Newburgh Road !Livonia, Michigan 48152
visit us any time at aaalifequote.com

ALDM-15737-76-XX

8 Page Letter
ACLTA
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“Facts” 365 Package Outbound Envelope

Facts 365
Letter

Facts 365 Quiz – the
scary part
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